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Linear and Non-Linear Video and TV Applications: Using IPv6 and IPv6 MulticastJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Provides options for implementing IPv6 and IPv6 multicast in service provider networks


	New technologies, viewing paradigms, and content distribution approaches are taking the TV/video services industry by storm. Linear and Nonlinear Video and TV Applications: Using IPv6 and IPv6 Multicast identifies five emerging...
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Mantras for Managers: The Dialogue with Yeti (Management for Professionals)Springer, 2012

	The innovative book will stimulate thinking of corporate managers on key issues of organisations and management. The imaginary dialogues in the book represent the inherent conflict between logical cut-throat competitions rampant in today’s world and the inevitable need to retain natural grace of values. It deals with the key issues of...
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Expert MySQL (Expert's Voice in Databases)Apress, 2012

	Expert MySQL is the leading reference for learning, understanding, and extending the MySQL server. It unlocks the full promise of open source by showing how to modify the code, create your own storage engine, build your own authentication plugins, and even add your own functions and commands to the SQL language. No other book...
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Lawyers at WorkApress, 2012

	"With probing questions and articulate answers, Cosslett and her subjects shed light on the challenges of legal practice in the current legal market." BLS Law Notes, 11.16.12


	Lawyers at Work reveals what it means and what it takes to be a satisfied, sane, and successful lawyer in today’s tough...
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Reinforcement Learning: State-of-the-Art (Adaptation, Learning, and Optimization)Springer, 2012

	Reinforcement learning encompasses both a science of adaptive behavior of rational beings in uncertain environments and a computational methodology for finding optimal behaviors for challenging problems in control, optimization and adaptive behavior of intelligent agents. As a field, reinforcement learning has progressed tremendously in the...
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Information Technology in Pharmacy: An Integrated Approach (Health Informatics)Springer, 2012

	IT in Pharmacy: An Integrated Approach aims to describe and discuss the major areas of pharmacy IT innovation (e-prescribing, drug databases, electronic patient records, clinical decision support, pharmacy management systems, robots and automation etc) from a systems and a professional perspective. It will also consider how the areas of...
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The Linux Command Line: A Complete IntroductionNo Starch Press, 2012

	
		You've experienced the shiny, point-and-click surface of your Linux computer—now dive below and explore its depths with the power of the command line.

	
		The Linux Command Line takes you from your very first terminal keystrokes to writing full programs in Bash, the most popular Linux shell. Along the way...
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Raspberry Pi A Quick-Start GuidePragmatic Bookshelf, 2012


	Over the past decades computers have gotten cheaper and cheaper, so today

	you can find them not only beneath your desk but in nearly every consumer

	electronics device such as smartphones or DVD players. Still, computers

	aren’t so cheap that you spontaneously buy one when shopping for your

	groceries. Usually, you carefully...
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Applied Quality Control: Fracture Mechanics 3 (ISTE)John Wiley & Sons, 2012

	This third book of a 3-volume set on Fracture Mechanics adds a pragmatic and supportive character to the previous volumes by focusing on case studies using corrected exercises that teachers, students or engineers will find extremely useful. Due to the wide themes approached in this series, it can also be used to organize work in this field in...
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Modern TRIZ: A Practical Course with EASyTRIZ TechnologySpringer, 2012

	This book is based on a unique TRIZ basics remote learning technology designed by the author. It contains more than 250 examples, assignments and solutions, and an in-depth discussion of methodological recommendations on practical implementation of theoretical postulates.

	It does not require any special preliminary training, and can...
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Mechanical Engineering PrinciplesRoutledge, 2012

	Mechanical Engineering Principles offers a student-friendly introduction to core engineering topics


	This book introduces mechanical principles and technology through examples and applications rather than theory. John Bird and Carl Ross do not assume any previous background in engineering studies, and as such this book can...
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Getting Started with Dwarf Fortress: Learn to play the most complex video game ever madeO'Reilly, 2012

	
		Dwarf Fortress may be the most complex video game ever made, but all that detail makes for fascinating game play, as various elements collide in interesting and challenging ways. The trick is getting started. In this guide, Fortress geek Peter Tyson takes you through the basics of this menacing realm, and helps you overcome the...
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